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INTRODUCTION 

People ask me if making money online is for real.          
“Can you really earn money on the Internet?”        
one guy approached me rather suspiciously. He       
thought I was just making up stories. 

Another guy somewhat believed me, but he was        
sure I earned just enough to buy a fast-food meal          
now and then. So I told him I was making P10k           
per half month. He couldn’t believe it. “You mean         
you earn P20K a month from the Net?” 

“Extra money,” I reminded him. He was       
astounded because he made P15K a month in his         
job where he had to work from 8 am to 5pm daily            
and do unpaid overtime works. I was then        
employed as a marketing manager in a company        
and made some P20K on the side from the         
Internet. Today, I’m a full-time Internet Marketer       
and blogger. And I want to share with you here          
how to really, really earn money online, the kind         
that made me money online—with less expense.       
Almost for free! 
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Of course, there are thousands of money-making       
schemes out there—many of which I tried—but       
they didn’t work. 

Well, the P20K a month was only from one         
source. What if you could make money from 2         
more sources? Can you really earn P60K extra        
money online? I know of folks who earn        
US$1,000 a month, some even a week. And I         
know others who just spend their online money        
traveling the world because they don’t know       
where else to spend their money on. 

And the best part of making (extra) money online         
is, you do it in the comforts of home. You do it at             
your most convenient time, no deadlines to beat,        
and even go on making money while you sleep. 

If you haven’t tried making money online you can         
start now. And you don’t have to be perfect at          
English grammar or be an ace writer. As long as          
you have the interest and untiring drive to learn         
new things and stubbornness to finally make       
money online, you will, one day soon. 

And this e-book will help you do so. God bless! 
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FIRST AND FOREMOST 

First thing you need to do is get an email          
account, either from Yahoo.com or Gmail. There       
are other email providers but I suggest these        
two. I think they’re the best for business and easy          
access, although I always prefer Gmail more. No        
hassles.  

Second, get a social networking account,      
preferably Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google     
Plus—or all of the above. 

Social networking is your access to prospects,       
possible customers and clients. Without     
connecting to people online, you won’t have       
prospects. And without people connection, who      
are you going to do business with? 

So start getting connected. 

Facebook, twitter, Linkedin and Google Plus are       
the most populous social sites today and they are         
the best sources of traffic for your selling sites.         
There may be others (like forums) and if you         
happen to discover more, use them. They are not         
just about people getting connected with friends       
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online—they are potential markets. They are      
sources of buyers. Most people there have the        
means to buy your products.  

So, after you create your accounts on Facebook,        
Twitter, Linkedin and Google Plus get as many        
friends as possible. But be careful not to be         
penalized—even terminated—especially by   
Facebook, when you try to add friends the wrong         
way. Add 3 persons per login. And add the 3 one           
by one, with 20- to 30-second intervals. Login 3         
times a day—in the morning, after lunch, and        
early evening.  

When you have accumulated at least 100 friends,        
it’s time for you to start marketing. If you have          
100 on Facebook, 100 on Twitter, 100 on        
Linkedin and 100 on Google Plus, you have 400         
connections. Keep adding friends every day. You       
may also open an account on GloballShare.Com.       
It offers one free ad slot per member. This         
means, you can display a product there which        
would show for some 3 or 4 days, free. But          
you’re not yet ready to sell products at this point.          
All you can do is market yourself online. You’re in          
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the introductory phase, and yes, this is part of         
marketing. 

Also, opening a Paypal account is important. It’s        
the safest way to get paid online. Go to         
Paylpal.Com and register. Registration is free.      
Make sure your bank card is verified by clicking         
on “Verify Account” on the menu. Follow the        
easy steps. 

Once you have the above, you’re ready to start         
doing business and earn income online. But this        
early, I’m telling you how important persistence       
is. You have to keep working on the tips written          
in this e-book to really earn an income online         
that grows and even give you enough to forget         
about your job. While there’s no stable income        
yet, do these ways to earn income online as a          
sideline. 
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MARKET YOURSELF 
That’s right! Market yourself. This means you       
make yourself popular on the social sites. How?        
By posting and sharing ideas, tips, news updates        
pictures, and videos—anything that has to do       
with how you want to be known online and what          
your product is going to be.  

For instance, if I plan to sell health products I          
should project myself online as a health       
expert—or at least knowledgeable on it. I post        
health ideas and tips and news and images. I         
often comment on health and give some health        
advices. I give some tips on exercising and diets         
and perhaps share pictures of myself jogging or        
working out now and then. Or, I post pictures of          
what healthy meals I’m going to eat for lunch or          
supper. I do that for 6 months while I gradually          
keep adding some more friends.  

You want to build an image, and image-building        
takes time. You want to be known among friends         
as a health buff—even an expert—though you       
may still undecided what specific product you       
want to sell. If you happen to see a friend post a            
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comment about his health condition or a       
question about food or drinks, politely offer a        
suggestion. Offer a solution. Remember to sound       
polite. You’re building a positive image. 

But don’t sound like a health robot, or something         
like that, posting only health matters on your        
wall and nothing more. You have to look human,         
too. Post a joke, a life inspiring quote, a bible          
verse, a funny video, or an interesting       
poster—things like that. Be friendly and like       
others’ posts, too. Comment on them now and        
then. A marketer is like a politician—everybody’s       
friend. But often post health matters. After you        
have established yourself as a health expert, then        
you can gradually introduce your product, if you        
have finally decided on what product you want to         
sell. 

You see, the point is to start marketing yourself         
now even if you don’t have any product to sell          
yet. At least you’re certain that you’re going to         
be in the health and fitness business online.        
Some people won’t start anything until they have        
figured out everything. You have to realize that it         
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takes time to build up image and establish        
yourself on the Net.  

As long as you know what image you want to          
project online, the product can wait.  

And remember, you are the first product—you       
are the real product. Your consumable product is        
just secondary. If people buy your self-image       
online, they’d probably buy any products you       
offer. You have a 20 percent chance of making a          
sale as long as your good and established image         
stays intact. 

Create a Page 

Now, at this point, let’s say you still don’t know          
what products you want to sell. Again, for the         
purpose of setting an example here, let’s say you         
want to be known as a health buff.  But so far,           
you’ve only established yourself as one but you        
don’t have a product to sell yet. That’s okay.         
When you have gathered about 500 friends on        
Facebook, create a page. Simply look for any        
existing page on Facebook and look for the        
“Create a Page” button and click on it. Creating a          
page is simple---just be guided by the       
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instructions. Because our example here is you       
being a health buff, make it a health page if you           
plan to be into selling health products.  

If you plan to be in another business, like pet          
food, then create a page on pets. And so on.  

Now, always post on your page and promote the         
page, too. Now you are managing two pages on         
FB—your account and your page.  

Post tips, updates, news and the like on your         
health page and promote it on your wall. How to          
promote? Just copy-paste the page URL on your        
wall and the link automatically turns into a        
banner link. Do this 3 times a day—one in the          
morning, one in the afternoon, and another one        
in the evening. Again, remember that you have        
two walls you need to post onto: 

1. The wall of your personal account. 
2. The wall of your FB (Facebook) page. 

And you need to promote your page regularly,        
too. Then gradually keep adding friends on your        
account and gaining likes on your page. 
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DO A BLOG 

After 3 to 6 months of doing all the above, you           
can start creating your blog. “But I’m not a writer          
or blogger!” you may protest. So what? I know a          
lot of folks earning lots of money online with         
their blogs and they’re far from being       
writers—they can’t even make a single paragraph       
correctly and spell words like a disaster.  

The fact that you bought this e-book means you         
understood my ads on my blog and that means         
you know English. You have had at least high         
school education, and that’s a good start to do a          
blog. You learn as you go on. If you’re on college           
level or a college grad, so much the better!  

Can you make money online without creating a        
blog? Well, perhaps you may. You may earn        
once, twice or thrice, and then that’s it. Just post          
a link on your FB or Twitter wall that leads to a            
ready-made webpage selling a product. If      
someone clicks on it and buys, you make a sale.          
But that link you posted on your wall will         
gradually disappear on your wall and soon it’ll be         
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gone. In all likelihood, your post will sell only         
once. 

A blog is different—it’s there forever selling for        
you even if you have forgotten about it a long          
time. There will always be a chance that your         
blog will be discovered by someone who reads an         
article there and be prodded or encouraged to        
buy. This is what we want—we want residual        
income—income that recurs due to repeat sales       
from one article on your blog—not income you        
get with one sale and then that’s it. As long as           
your articles are there on the blog, they can         
make sales for you. 

You may opt to create a FREE blog on         
Blogspot.Com or Wordpress.Com. Wix.com and     
WebsiteBuilcer.Com are also good. I prefer      
Wordpress, though Blogspot is okay. I have lots        
of blogs there. Because in this example you want         
to be known as a health buff, start a health blog.           
Talk about health, weight loss, fitness, health       
supplements, workouts and simple exercises,     
health heroes, health experts, latest health and       
weight loss findings, etc. 
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If in case you really hate writing and have cursed          
and condemned it forever, then you may just        
create a blog of pictures—what I call       
BLOGtography or what others call a photo blog.        
Just post your own photos of your subject        
matter. If it’s on health, then post pictures of         
your health products and people who benefit       
from them. Now and then you may also post         
pictures of your business, places your business       
have brought you to, or business seminars,       
conferences, or business outings you joined in. 

All your articles (or photos) are compiled there        
on the blog waiting for the right person seeking         
something on the Net who happens to land on a          
page of your blog where a relevant article is. So          
you need to keep writing articles (or posting        
pictures) on diverse topics about health, for a        
chance to “catch” someone searching the Net       
about something on health you wrote (or posted)        
about. So keep updating your blog. Updates       
strengthen your blog and keep readers going       
back to it.  

This happens easily when you have written (or        
posted) more than a hundred articles (or       
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pictures) on your blog. So you need to keep         
writing articles (or posting pictures) while you       
also manage your FB account and page. 

Writing Made Simple 

Okay, here’s a tip on writing made simple for         
non- or first-time writers. Just copy articles from        
other blogs or sites and re-word or re-phrase        
everything. NEVER just copy-paste articles onto      
your blog. That’s illegal and your site will be         
penalized, which won’t be good for your image        
and business.  

Here’s an example of rewriting. I copy-pasted this        
paragraph from NewsInHealth.Nih.Gov from the     
article “Sleep on It”: 

“When you learn something new, the best way to         
remember it is to sleep on it. That’s because         
sleeping helps strengthen memories you’ve     
formed throughout the day. It also helps to link         
new memories to earlier ones. You might even        
come up with creative new ideas while you        
slumber.” 
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Here’s how I rephrase it: 

“Sleeping on something you just learned about is        
the best way to keep it in your memory. Sleeping,          
say experts, empowers the memory and helps it        
store what information has been gathered      
through the day. Sleeping also aids in connecting        
new memories to old ones. In fact, you may even          
create new ideas while in slumber.” 

The same thought, different wordings. Not much       
effort there. Now, you can put in your thoughts         
along the way. Here’s an example. 

“Sleeping on something you just learned about is        
the best way to keep it in your memory. Sleeping,          
say experts, empowers the memory and helps it        
store what information has been gathered      
through the day. No wonder I found it easier to          
memorize things when I was in grade school        
when I did it right before bed. Back then, I          
thought it all had to do with putting your notes          
under your pillow so “that everything in it gets         
magically transferred into your mind during      
sleep,” old folks said.  
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The words above in blue fonts are my added         
personal ideas. You can do that a lot of times to           
come out with a unique composition. 

Phrase by Phrase 

Remember to do it phrase by phrase so you         
won’t have the ideas in your write-up mixed up.         
Here’s an example. If you copy-pasted this       
paragraph onto your article: 

“The problem with gym memberships today is       
their exorbitant fees. You need to be earning big         
to afford them, and imagine if you have to add to           
that expense the cost of your supplements.” 

So, start out with the first sentence, probably like         
this: 

“Gym memberships are good but the problem       
with them often is that they cost too much.” 

That’s rewriting it by dealing with the thought,        
not word for word. You changed how the        
thought is presented by changing the structure or        
construction. But you can also do it word for         
word and end up with something like this: 
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“The impracticality with gym memberships these      
days is their high fees. You need a high-paying         
job to afford them, and imagine if you have to          
include to that cost the price of your        
supplements.” 

It doesn’t sound good, but it’s understandable.       
That’s what often happens when you do it word         
for word. But notice how you can copy some         
words as they are and change some. You are         
allowed to copy 3 or 4 words as they are but the            
fifth word should be different. 

With this, anyone can be a “writer” writing blogs.         
Of course, it’s going to take some work. You’ve         
got to work to make money online. I told you,          
this one is not some cheap money making        
scheme or scam that makes you earn once,        
twice, or thrice. This is a business and a career          
that can earn you not just money now but         
residual income—income that goes on and      
on—even for your posterity. 

With this, your articles have the potential to earn         
income for you not just once but many times—as         
long as your blog is online. So, do a blog now!           
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Each time a surfer comes to your site and reads a           
paragraph of an article and decides to buy, you         
earn money, even while you’re sleeping or away        
on a vacation with your family. And this can         
happen several times a day, everyday—if your       
blog has been well established online. 

How a Blog Becomes Well Established Online 

Your blog becomes “well established” when it       
has 500, 1,000 or over 2,000 articles       
already—and if it has regular readers and buyers.        
Writing 2,000 articles may seem daunting, but       
you don’t write all of them in one sitting. You          
write one or three articles a day and eventually         
you get to 2,000 articles.  

My suggestion is to write 3 short articles a day          
(300 words an article)—one in the morning, one        
after lunch, and one before retiring to bed. In         
one week that’s 21 articles. In a month that’s 84          
articles. In a year that’s 1,008. In just 2 years you           
have more than 2,000! Then promote the blog        
well and have regular readers visiting it. Boom!        
You have an established blog! This means, people        
online are likely to stumble on your blog if         
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they’re searching for something on health. And if        
you start this now, this means you have the         
potential to start earning residual income just 1        
or 2 years from now! It can well start after 6           
months of hard work! It’s a worthy investment.  

Let’s do some practical math here. Say, you sell a          
product on your blog that gives you P100 clean         
profit. And say out of 500 daily visitors to your          
site (other established sites have 1,000 visitors       
daily), 100 of them buy your product in a         
day—because it’s so affordable. Imagine a useful,       
quality health product at only P100! How much        
do you earn? P10,000 in just one day! What if          
this scenario happens daily? You earn P10K daily,        
and that’s P70K a week! 

Is this realistic? Well, you’d be surprised at how         
big the incomes generated by well established       
sites online are! One Filipino guy I know earned         
P20M in 6 months! But you do the hard work          
first. 

Promote Your Blog on FB  

Now, here’s the plan—you promote each of your        
blog articles on your FB account and your FB         
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page. You do this 3 times a day for each new           
article you make. How? By simply copy-pasting       
the article’s URL to your FB account and page         
wall. Let’s say that, due to your hard work, you          
now have 2,000 friends and 2,000 LIKES on your         
FB page. That’s 4,000 potential buyers. If only        
100 of them buy, it will be a jackpot! That’s          
besides the searchers who drop by your blog now         
and then because they were searching for some        
information on the Net and ended up on your         
blog.  

Now, make sure you don’t post your article URLs         
alone all day on your wall or page. People hate          
that. Diversify posts! Post tips, updates, news,       
jokes, funny photos or inspirational posters.      
Always be interesting! 

But What Product Should You Sell? 

Now is the time to talk about product. What         
product should you sell and where do you get it?          
Do you make your own product? How do you sell          
that? How do you deliver to buyers?  

You don’t have to make your own product. You         
don’t have to trouble yourself with packaging,       
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producing images of your products, delivery,      
billing and payment collection. You just sell       
others’ products and earn commissions out of       
each sale and let the buyer and the product         
manufacturer deal with each other about the rest        
of the business transactions.  

Isn’t that nice? You don’t have to concern        
yourself with packaging, delivery, billing,     
collection, and all that mess. You just wait for         
your commissions in your bank! 

To do this, just register as a member on sites that           
provide products for online marketers—or what      
they call affiliate sites. I recommend joining       
Amazon.Com and Clickbank.Com. Just    
concentrate on these two. Registration is FREE!       
They provide products, product images and      
banners, links, payment options, and deliver the       
products themselves. All you have to do is just         
get a product of your choice, get the image and          
link and post them on your article, talk about the          
product, research additional information, and     
promote. Both BlogSpot and Wordpress provide      
you with Contact Forms where visitors who want        
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to buy or make more inquiries about the product         
can contact you for more details.  

If they indicate the desire to buy products in their          
message, just provide them the links and some        
added product information in your email      
response. Once they click on the link and buy,         
you get a commission! 

Some bloggers embed links into the images on        
their blog articles. This is possible, but doing so         
forfeits your opportunity to make use of       
AdWords. Google AdWords help you promote      
your blog and articles on Google searches. That        
makes it easier for people online to find your         
blog. If 1 million people around the world use         
Google search for their research works, then your        
blog has the chance of being visited by 1 million          
people, or even just a fraction of that. For more          
on AdSense and AdWords, just type their names        
on Google and go to their sites for more details.          
They’re easy to use. 

I recommend that you sell more Clickbank       
products to get bigger commissions. 
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A Client Discovers You 
I would say that probably in 6 months, if you do           
all the above doggedly—promoting your FB page,       
promoting your blog articles, and keep adding       
friends—you should be earning money from your       
Amazon and Clickbank. But then it differs with        
different bloggers. Some make income fast, some       
have to do a lot more work. Just keep doing it. 

In the process of promoting your blog articles        
and posting your smart ideas on your wall and FB          
page, some potential clients discover you. In my        
case, my clients discovered me on FB and        
Linkedin.  

They read your quality articles and like them.        
Then they decide they need you to write articles         
for their websites or business or schools or do         
their thesis. They contact you through your       
email. That’s why you need to have an email. 

Or, you can advertise your writing skills and        
clients contact you. Or look for ads on companies         
or individuals looking for writing services. You       
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can show them your FB page and blog to         
convince them of your quality writing skills. 

Then they ask you to write articles for a price.          
You charge them P300 to P500 per 400-word        
page or higher, depending on the work involved.        
The regular price is P200 per 300-word article.  

Or, they ask you to edit some works, and you          
charge them P200 to P300 per page. If you write          
just 3 articles a day, you get P900 a day if you            
charge them at P300 per. That’s P6,300 a week or          
P25,200 a month “extra” money, aside from       
what you make from your blog. 

What if you have 3 clients who each need 3          
articles from you a day? What if you eventually         
have 10 clients? Can you do all 10? Of course,          
you can! That’s when you start hiring other        
writers.  

You pay your writer P150 or P200 a page while          
you charge your client P300 a page. So, for 10          
clients, how much do you make with P150 per         
page, or P450 for 3 articles a day? That’s P450 a           
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day for 3 articles or P4,500 a day for 10 clients. In            
a week that’s P31,500 and P126,000 in a month. 

Even if you just earn half of that, it’s still P63,000           
a month “extra” income. And it all began with         
your blog. You definitely need a blog! 

So far, you are now selling 2 products: 

1. Others’ products through affiliate sites. 
2. Articles you write for other people. 
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Advertise on FB and with 
AdWords 
To expedite the number of LIKES on your FB page          
or the number of people who visit your blog         
(traffic), I suggest you invest some money on FB         
ads and Google AdWords. Advertise your FB page        
by boosting it. Often, you’d find “boost” buttons        
when you post on FB, especially if you already         
own a page. FB helps you quickly boost your         
posts, pages, and even blogs. Click on a “boost”         
button to see price options and follow       
easy-to-follow instructions on how to make ads.       
Or, go to “Manage Ads” when you click on         
“Settings” and follow the simple instructions      
there. I usually invest from P200 plus to P1,000         
to boost my posts or pages on FB (yes, I created           
about 5 pages on FB).  

With AdWords, you promote your blog and blog        
articles. Just search for Google AdWords and       
register for free. Then make campaigns through       
the easy-to-follow instructions. If you get      
confused, email them and a customer service       
representative will call you on your cell phone to         
assist you step by step for FREE! They can even          
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do the ads for you, also for free! I often invest           
P200 for a 4-day advertisement. 

How do you pay for all these? Get an Eon Card           
from any Union Bank branch nearest you. Or,        
open a PayPal account and register a compatible        
credit or debit card. Eon card is, so far, the best.           
You can also use it for your Paypal. 

Advertising is worth it. You get added traffic and         
possible sales, sign-ups, or LIKES from the traffic        
it provides. Advertise once a week or month. And         
later, when you are earning enough money       
already, advertise twice a week.  

Some Tips on Placing Ads: 

Be careful to follow the rules on placing ads         
online. Make sure to read the terms and        
conditions and policies. Here are some of them: 

1. Never put unrealistic claims on your ads,       
like “Lose Weight in 3 days!” or “The Best         
Cake Recipe of All Time!” Instead, you can        
put “Weight Loss Plan for Adults,” or       
“Mediterranean Cake Recipes Made    
Affordable.” 
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2. Never put naked bodies on your ads—even       
half naked ones. If you want an image on         
fitness or abs, for instance, probably put a        
picture of a fit guy with a fit shirt on and           
his muscled abs marking on it. 

3. Never put pictures or texts that insult       
people, like putting a fat guy and making it         
look like it’s degrading to be fat. 

4. Never bad-mouth other products. 
5. Don’t be obscene. Never place     

child-unfriendly ads.  

I would rather put affiliate product ads on my         
blog and then promote the blog on FB and by          
using AdWords, rather than placing affiliate      
product links straight on my social accounts.       
Sometimes, some websites of the affiliate      
products violate ad rules of FB or AdWords and         
cost you time. Time is gold in the Internet         
business. 

One thing more, it’s best to promote your blog or          
blog page on social sites rather than promoting        
affiliate products because we need to build an        
email list through your blog. More of this later. 
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Google AdSense 
While developing further your social accounts      
(adding more friends—this is a never ending task        
in Internet marketing. FB allows you to have a         
total of 5,000 friends after which your       
friend-adding feature stops), and writing more      
articles on your blog, you can make extra cash         
with Google AdSense.  

Search Google AdSense on your browser (just       
type “Google AdSense” on Google Search) and       
register your blog for free. Follow the easy steps.         
Make sure you have at least 20 articles on your          
blog before registering it.  

AdSense usually do not approve your blog until it         
is 6 months to a year old. But sometimes, if your           
blog has high quality, it gets approved a few days          
after. So, start doing a good blog now so that          
after 6 months you start earning money from        
your AdSense.  

How does AdSense work? Simple. Once you get        
approved, you can put AdSense ad text and        
banner links on your blog sidebar. If anyone clicks         
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on it, you earn money—whether or not the        
clicker buys products. You earn income per click        
that visitors to your blog make.  

It’s a fun way of making money—each click        
generates an income! The AdSense blog has       
featured people who make good income from       
this, to the point that they have quit their regular          
jobs and do blogging full-time! And I tell you, it’s          
a good feeling whenever you get your check from         
AdSense! 

However, AdSense has lots of policies you should        
pay close attention to (and which you should        
read carefully). Here are the most important: 

1. Never, never click on your own ads. You’d        
lose your account forever! 

2. Only one AdSense account per person. 
3. Never ask other people to click your       

AdSense links. 
4. Never place your AdSense links too close to        

other links or images that encourage      
clicking on their links. 

To make registration to AdSense a bit easier, do         
your blog on Blogspot.Com. It has a ready feature         
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on AdSense (click on “Earnings” on your       
dashboard menu and BlogSpot will lead you to        
it). You can also try HubPages.Com which also        
helps bloggers get easy access to AdSense, eBay,        
and Amazon, which are all earning platforms. 

Now, so far, you have 3 best ways of earning          
online: 

1. Selling affiliate products (selling others’     
products). 

2. Selling your articles. 
3. Google Adsense 

I say “best ways” because these earning systems        
have been proven to work and are surefire legal.         
I myself earn money from them. They aren’t        
scams or anything like that, provided you stick        
with the rules.  

With affiliate products and Adsense, just put       
them all on your blog, enrich your blog with         
good, short articles, promote your blog articles       
on social sites and, by using AdWords, and you’d         
make money in due time. Just keep at it         
patiently. After experimenting things online for      
10 years (and losing lots of money), I finally found          
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the ways to really, really earn income on the Net.          
All you have to do is follow them—no need to          
experiment and lose money like I did. And all for          
only US$8 or Php 350-plus when you bought this         
e-book! 

A Vital Word on Spamming 

One word on spamming—don’t! Never, never      
spam online. Spamming is giving links or ads or a          
sales pitch to someone you don’t know       
personally, whether on social sites or through       
email. You can share your links on your walls on          
social sites or send them through emails to your         
friends and relatives or their referrals.  

Spamming will damage your reputation as a       
marketer online. People will hate you for it and         
never listen to you again. Don’t push people or         
hard-sell them. Don’t pester them with your       
personal messages (PM), urging them to buy or        
join you. 

Internet marketing is a career, and thus it has a          
discipline and ethical standards. You should be a        
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professional online marketer by observing the      
“rules of engagement.” 

The best thing to do is convince them of their          
need of your product through your wall posts        
and the blog articles you post on the same. Post          
tips and smart ideas relevant to your business        
and product which everyone in your FB or Twitter         
circles would see. And then invite them to LIKE         
your page where you can do lots more        
promotion. 
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Make an Email List 
Building your email list is really why I urged you          
to develop your social site accounts, FB page, and         
blog. Your email list is what would really give you          
big money online. Yeah, you earn from your        
affiliate marketing (selling other’s products),     
article writing, and AdSense—and earn good      
from them—but they are a piece of cake        
compared to what you can earn from building        
your email list! 

Just to give you an idea—you can easily and         
realistically make Php 100,000 profits (US$ 2,270       
plus) with your email list in one day! 

Here’s how you build your list. Place a “Contact         
Form” on your blog. The contact form leads to         
your email account. BlogSpot and Wordpress      
have this feature. Think of ways how you can get          
your readers to contact you and fill out the         
contact form with their names, email addresses,       
and their messages. As they do, you build your         
email list.  
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How do you get them to use the form? I can cite            
several ways:  

● Offer free subscription of your newsletters 
● Offer free secrets to success in your       

business 
● Offer free e-books 
● Offer free courses in series 
● Offer free coaching 
● Offer freebies 

What do you notice in the above offers? They’re         
all for FREE! Give them something they need or         
want for FREE and they will easily give you their          
emails.  

When you have their emails, start sending them        
what you offered on a regular basis. Keep in         
touch with them. Make friends with them. Again,        
you are marketing yourself, but on a higher level         
now. You are trying to win their trust, respect,         
and friendship—like the concept of a “suking       
tindahan” which is a common marketing strategy       
among small store owners in the Philippines. 

Make your customers familiar with you. When       
they have become comfy with you, they will        
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begin to comment on your emails and ask you         
questions and ask you for advices. Give them        
everything for free for 3 to 6 months, befriending         
and helping them sincerely.  

Then, comes the time you finally help them        
professionally. It’s still for free but your remedies        
include product recommendations. 

For instance, you now have 1,000 people on your         
email list. You offer an advanced course on        
weight loss in 4 modules. They’re all for FREE!         
You send them daily for 4 days in e-book form.          
Inside the e-books are information and some       
product recommendations they really need, like      
an affiliate product—a bottle of weight loss fruit        
juice supplement that has been found to really        
burn fat and decrease weight, for instance.       
Because they’ve grown somewhat close to you       
and trust and respect you, they’d buy it.  

If all 1,000 clients buy and each bottle gives you          
US$3 commission, you earn US$3,000 for that       
day, or about Php 132,000! Well, probably not all         
would buy—what if only 100 people buy? That’s        
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US$300 or some Php 13,200 for one day! Not bad          
for an “extra” income! 

But if you keep up with your social accounts and          
FB page and blog daily—your email list won’t        
stop at 1,000. It will grow, even to 10,000 emails!          
What if you sell something that will give you         
Php50.00 each sale (very cheap cost that       
everyone can afford!) and all 10,000 buy? That’s        
half a million pesos! No wonder someone I know         
in Internet marketing, named Jon, a Filipino (he’s        
not even a writer), earned P24 million in just 3          
years. 

Recommended EBooks 

If you want to start your online business writing         
blogs (even a Tagalog or Tag-lish blog) but you         
don’t want to risk big money for it—you just         
want to test the waters first—you can do        
everything for FREE! Free that is, except for the         
ebook you will buy to know how to start an          
online business doing blogs and internet      
marketing without cost. Copy-paste this link to       
your browser to find out more and see the video: 
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http://8e743vkgv5ikv4z821yr533lbi.hop.clic
kbank.net/ 
 
If you are living in another country, you can try          
this system offering a similar process. Learn how        
to make money online “without selling.” Just       
copy-paste this link to your browser to know        
more about it: 
 
http://08b18t8doxkms0x2k6znak2u.hop.clickba
nk.net/ 
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Sell Your Own EBooks! 
 
To me, this is the best online business to be          
in—writing and selling your own ebooks! But you        
should have undergone the previous tasks      
outlined here before you start writing your own        
ebooks.  
 
How do you make ebooks? Just write about your         
expertise. What things are you so familiar about?        
Flower arrangement? Paper crafts? Gardening?     
Writing? Public speaking? Baby-sitting? Cooking?     
I’m sure each person has some kind of expertise         
he or she can write about. Again, you don’t need          
to be an expert writer to write an ebook. Writing          
an ebook is like writing blog articles—only, you        
need to do at least 15 pages each ebook. 
 
You need to put in a lot of facts and information.           
So, ebook writing needs good research. It’s not        
just opinions. Well, some ebooks can be made        
from purely your own opinions, like writing an        
ebook on your unique style of planting and caring         
for a particular plant, for instance.  
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You have to write all the information on the book          
systematically—with the intro, table of contents,      
body, and conclusion well written out. Then       
compose a cover for it. I use free digital photos          
for my ebook covers and put the necessary        
acknowledgement. Then you can also produce a       
3-D presentation of the book for your marketing. 
 
You may choose to have your ebooks sold on         
Amazon.Com or CreateSpace.Com. You earn a      
certain percentage when your ebook sells      
through them.  
 
Or, you may choose to market your ebooks        
yourself. Place them on your Wordpress.Com      
blog, write about them, and create a report on it.          
Then produce a downloadable link to this report.        
The report includes a link readers can copy-paste        
to their browsers to get to your paypal for         
purchasing.  
 
Then, paypal allows you to create a buy button         
with a link to a page on your Wordpress.Com         
where there’s a button for a downloadable PDF        
copy of your ebook. You also create this ebook         
download page on your Wordpress.Com blog.  
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I know this is all confusing at first. But just          
explore Paypal and Wordpress.Com and you’d      
discover all the process on how to sell your own          
ebooks.  
 
On Paypal, click on “Merchant Services” on the        
menu and then click on “Website Payment       
Standards” on the left sidebar. It’ll take you to         
“Website Payment Standards: Overview” where     
you click on “Create One Now” of the “Buy Now”          
selection. Then just follow the instructions from       
there. 
 
On Wordpress.Com, create a post and then click        
on “Add Media” on the menu where you        
composed your post. Then click on “Insert       
Media” and then “Upload Files.” 
 
When the file has been uploaded (your ebook or         
report), type “Click here to download XXXX” on        
the title box seen on right side. Then click on          
“Insert into post.” You’d see the download click        
button on your article and then publish it.  
So, this is what happens if a reader sees your          
article on your Wordpress.Com blog. He sees the        
button that says, “Download the report.” When       
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he has the report downloaded, he reads it and         
sees the link to Paypal for paying. After clicking         
on it (or copy-pasting on his browser) and paying,         
Paypal takes him back to your Wordpress blog for         
the button that downloads your ebook. Easy,       
isn’t it? 
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VERY CHEAP WAY TO DO 
BUSINESS ONLINE 

So, thus far, you have 5 ways to earn income          
online: 

● Sell affiliate products 
● Sell your articles 
● Earn from AdSense 
● Earn from your email list  
● Sell your ebooks. 

Just imagine, what I taught you here has the         
potential to make you hundreds of thousands if        
done right and consistently. And they’re proven       
and legal ways! But I made them very cheap for          
you. 

FB and Twitter are free. Paypal is free. Email         
building is free if you use your Contact Forms on          
BlogSpot and Wordpress. AdSense is free. The       
only thing you’d pay for is FB advertising and         
Google AdWord, which is roughly around Php       
1,500 a month initially. Well, AdWord is optional.        
And of course, this e-book for only US$ 8.00. If          
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you opt to buy my recommended e-books, then        
that’s an added small amount. 

Remember, all businesses need capital to run.       
This is an online business. P1,500 a month is         
quite affordable.  

You can do away without FB advertising and        
AdWords, but it will take you a longer time to          
promote your blog manually. Just keep      
promoting your blog articles on your social sites        
and keep posting and promoting your FB page. I         
have done this and produced good results—but it        
took me longer. Spending P1,500 a month is all         
worth it. 

I will introduce video marketing in another       
e-book because it definitely costs more. I will also         
teach about automated selling and easy website       
integration to Paypal (or how to better and        
instantly sell your products with your blog and        
Paypal) in an advanced e-book coming soon. 
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CONCLUSION 

About 65 percent of FB users would like to know          
how he or she could make money while enjoying         
the social site. Only a very small portion of that          
actually do business there. About 75 percent of        
users buy products online. The last I heard, there         
were 1 billion FB users in 2012 according to         
Businessweek. Seventy five percent of that is       
750M. That’s your potential market     
worldwide—750 million prospects!  

Imagine if you could get even just a thin slice of           
the big pie! Negative minded folks would say        
that’s preposterous. But guys with imagination      
see it crystal clear. It’s possible. 

And the most feasible way to make money online         
is email list building. But while you’re at it, you          
can earn quite a bit on the side. That’s what this           
e-book is about.  

So, start your journey now! 
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Visit my blogs regularly: 
 
[You may register and join here] 
www.expertbuilderblog.wix.com/shellbreaker 

[Find may latest ideas here] 
www.choyscut.blogspot.com 
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